
Email to HCCC.  
 

I wrote to the HCCC to advise of code number switching. In my original complaint I advised that I had an 80 
page report with evidence and requsted to speak to someone about it. HCCC started processing without 
any evidence or speaking to me. Then I sent in specific documents and requested a review. This was never 
done. So a determination was made by the HCCC with little to no evidence considered and no patient notes 
looked at. What is going on?  
 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
On Thursday, 20 December 2018, 4:28:41 pm AEDT, Leanne Evans <LEvans@hccc.nsw.gov.au> wrote: 

 
Hello Mr Elissa, 
The Commission didn’t request any patient notes for your matter as it was determined the original 
assessment decision was the most appropriate. 
I have attached a copy of the outcome letter to you that should have been sent to you last week. 
Kind regards, 
Leanne Evans  |  Review Officer 
NSW Health Care Complaints Commission  
Level 13, 323 Castlereagh Street Sydney  NSW  2000 |www.hccc.nsw.gov.au 

02 9219 7419 |levans@hccc.nsw.gov.au 

________________________________________  

 

Re: Case No: 18-03870 Patient notes 
 Monte Elissa <growthisgood@yahoo.com.au> 

To:Leanne Evans. 20 Dec. at 6:03 pm 

Hi Leanne, 
 
Can you please confirm that all my information including the patient itemised receipt and evidence for my points 
below have been received and were fully understood for the determination process.  
 
Note, I clearly stated in my original complaint to the HCCC, that I had 80 pages of damning information, which I 
wanted to discuss prior to proceeding. This was never asked for, prior to the initial evaluation process. Also that 
due to almost no evidence on hand by the HCCC, that I subsequently requested a re-assessment. Did this 
occur? It seems you didn't obtain patient notes as I suggested, I even gave specific names. I am befuddled 
on how a determination on patient notes and the service be made if patient notes were not obtained.  
Correct me if I am incorrect. I sent information (and have an 80 page report) and I am claiming that: 
 
A) A practitioner has 'extensively' swapped codes that do not match service descriptors whatsoever, for patient 
claims. Swapping codes is deemed professional misconduct.  
 
B) I have been advised that only 3 assessments have been done in 8 years for patients. Group Physio requires 
an assessment every session, therefore copious assessments should have been done. This is obviously not the 
case.  
 
C) That patients were given receipts for claiming where the patient did not have any medical condition ie 
athletes.   
 
D) That patients were claiming for years after the condition had plateaued or stopped.   
This I understand is a serious breach. You are telling me patients can claim for years and years without a condition. 
 
If this is your finding, the commission has accepted multiple violations, as I understand it, of basic industry 
standards and has clearly failed in its role.  
 
The information I provided is clear and obvious. I am stunned and shocked by your conclusion. 
 
What is going on?  
 
Warm Regards, 
Monte Elissa 
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